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From John Laird

Below is a short note on my recent build - a Vic Smeed design - the Debutante scaled from 40" to 60" span 
for RC. I built one as a teenager for freeflight and thought it would make a nice model scaled up for vintage 
RC flying . I am now contemplating an 80" version but cannot make my mind up on whether to stay electric 
or go back to 4 stroke which sounds nicer but not as clean/convenient as electric.
 Vital statistics for the 60" model  are Scaled up 50% from 40 to 60” span.
Covered in doped tissue over mylar ( my first experience of this covering ) Weight 2 lbs with 100/200 W 
motor and 1300 2S/3S lipo
Cruises on approx 50W with a 10 x 4.7 electric prop using a 2S lipo
Wingloading approx 9 ozs / sq ft
 There is a short build thread giving some detail of mods for the scale up and fitting radio here
 http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1759439
A short video of the maiden flight can be seen on Mick Butler's youtube site here
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLj2qpaGL-c

 Shortly after the second take-off on the video and climbing to height for more trimming, I lost RC control .  
Luckily the motor was stopped and the glide trim was very close to the power trim and the Debutante glided 
down very nicely to land on one of the few pieces of grass not covered with gorse or heather.
 
Some photos taken during build and from maiden flight attached.
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(MP Jet I just had to reproduce this short article of the MP Jet 040 from the May 1951 Aeromodeller, 
as this motor as bought by me over last 20 years is superb in all areas, well I think so.  JP.)

Czechoslovakia - We reproduce photograph of Letmo diesel, and readers will be interested in a few 
particulars of these, as they are somewhat rare outside their country of origin.
The smaller motor is of .6 c.c., weight 45 grammes (1.59 ozs.) and develops .05 h.p. at 6,000 r.p.m. Its
speed range is from 2,000 to 12,000 r.p.m. Overall height, 56 mm. (2 13/64 in.), length 64 mm. (2 33/64 in.)
and width 23 mm. (21/32 in.). Both motors are normal C.I. type, with adjustable compression, and, 
according to the official description, from which the above data is drawn, of normal construction. No screws 
are used, to reduce weight and to simplify replacement of parts. Both motors are run on a standard fuel 
comprising equal parts of ether, diesel oil and lubricating oil.

One of my MP Jet 040 engines this being still used in the 
Wessex league Tomboy comps after several years.
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Welshman a  72 in span British Record holding tailless sailplane by A R Lucas 
Aero Modeller  August 1951
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Built primarily for contest work to compete against orthodox sailplanes, The Welsman is the most
successful of a number of tailless designs developed by R. Lucas, current holder of the Lady Shelley 
Trophy, is thoroughly tried and tested in all types of weather conditions, and is capable of hard usage... Its 
best timed ffight to date is the British Record for Tailless Sailplanes 
and stands at 22 mins 33.5 secs., a record which should remain 
unbroken for several flying seasons.
The Welsman has a very quick climb, is stable, both on and off the 
tow-line, and has a performance equal to many orthodox sailplanes.
Centre Section. The centre section ribs are 9 in chord and reflex 
throughout, with  1/8 in, leading edge and top and bottom spars. The 
trailing edge is carved from ¾ x 3/8 in. to reflex shape. Port and 
starboard wings are as centre section, with the exception of the ribs, 
which are graduated reflex, and the trailing edge tapers longitudinally 
from 3/4 in. to 1/2 in. Centre section and wings are covered on top 
betweep spar and leading edge with 1/32in. sheet ; the centre section 
only is covered with  1/32in sheet top and bottom for four bays at the 
centre.
Pod. Centre pod is two ½ in, laminated balša, cut to shape and fixed to 
centre section; tow-hooks must be
fixed before the centre pod is fitted.
Fin,  Elevons. The main fin is made from 1/4 x ¼ in balsa sanded to shape, and plugged into main section
with tube and dowel.  The outer fins are cut from 1/8 in. medium sheet and glued lightly to No. 18 rib. 
Elevons are 1/8 in. medium balsa and steamed to comply with rib reflex.
Covering. Cover with lightweight Modelspan and give two coats of full strength clear dope. Make certain 
the tissue adheres to the ribs where the reflex occurs. (The original Welshman was covered in yellow.)

Care should be taken to avoid warps in the outer wing panels 
which are best kept pinned to a suitable jig
between flying days.
Trimming. Owing to the short forward moment arm 
considerable balance weight is required. The designer’s
method of trimming utilises plasticine fitted externally until 
the correct trim is obtained. When the trim is
satisfactory the plasticine is taken off, weighed, and a 
moulded lead weight made and fitted into the circular
hole in the nose of the pod. Getting the longitudinal trim is 
very easy since it is only necessary to add weight
to the nose until the model shows no sign of stalling.
The elevons are set and worked in conjunction with the 

weight in the nose, and should be so set that the trim is just over stalling point. When this is obtained the 
elevons should be lightly fixed in place with balsa cement. A small tab is fitted to the rudder if turn is 
required.
Turn can also be made by very slight adjustment to elevons. (Left wing—right turn, Right wing—left turn.)
An interesting feature on the Welshmna is that an E.D. timer is built into the nose of the pod to act as
rudder control and weight; the rudder control comes into action when the plane is in flight.
The first Welshman was lost out at sea. (The fate of quite a number of Mr. Lucas’ planes and also those of
the South Wales Area. In fact the Port Authorities are contemplating dredging operations!)

From John Foster

Hi James, Re S&T December 2012 page 24 Bernard Wildman & his Sultan. I learnt after Xmas, via the 
internet grapevine, that Bernard passed away in February 2012. Unbeleivable. Best regards John.

Bad start to the year with George Fuller and Stafford Screen pasisng away.JP.
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From George Stringwell

Model production has slowed a bit in the last few months as I was busy constructing the garden chalet which 
is now my new workshop, and then moving all my models and equipment in there.  As a result the Frog 
Tarquin which I had hoped to complete as an entry for the RC Groups "Britkit" build off which ended on 
December 31st didn't get finished in time for the deadline, but it is complete now and waiting for suitable 
weather for the first flight.

I've wanted to build a Tarquin for a while, I built one fifty-odd years ago but never got to fly it as a power 
model as I lost the Frog 50 for which it was intended when my Frog Zephyr found a massive thermal and 
flew away.  However, I always remembered it as a particularly pretty and graceful little model with an 
interesting fuselage structure.  The new one is electric and radio controlled of course, courtesy of a BRC 
1811 mini outrunner, 6 amp ESC, and Orange 2.5 GHz Rx and two 5 gram micro servos.  Structure of the 
flying surfaces is entirely as the original kit model, except for the rudder and (one sided) elevator of course.  
However, getting all the electric and radio bits into the very slender fuselage with adequate access proved to 
be a bit of a head scratcher and I finished up with a two part fuselage, the nose and bottom portion below the 
crutch back to the wing TE being held to the rest by four little magnets.  The solid nose is hollowed out to 
take the 300 2S lipo flight battery, which puts the CG in exactly the right place and the wiring for the motor 
runs inside the pylon and is connected to the ESC before the wings are strapped on via three 2 mm gold 
connectors.   Covering is my usual Esaki Liteflite tissue over 5 micron mylar, finish is nitrate clear dope.  
The all up weight is just 7 ounces which means that the motor should produce enough power with a 5 x 3 
GWS prop, although there is clearance to go to a 6 x 3 if I feel that extra poke is required after test flights.
 
Should anyone feel like taking part, the Britkit Build Off has been replaced by a "Britplan" one for models 
built from any plan published in a British modelling publication upto 31st December 1965, have a look at 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1796717     where you will find details of the "rules" 
(such as they are) and links to the build logs of the 25 or so very varied entries so far declared.  The Build 
Off runs until 30th June 2013, so there is plenty of time.
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From John Taylor Bournemouth M.A.S.     Wimborne M.A.C

Picture of my Mamba built from quiet and electric free plan.
Here are the details of the Mamba.
This model was built from the Free Plan in December 2012 Quiet Flight & Electric.Drawn up twice size 
from the Frog 1960's free flight rubber model by George Stringwell. There are lots of very pretty models by 
Frog kitted in the 1950's--1960.s.Have a look at Peter Williams web site  www.houseoffrog.co.uk/
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This model is powered by a brushless motor from BRC -Type A 2836 -06 with 1500Kv
Control is via a Spektrum 2.4 radio operating ailerons and an all moving tail.
The prop is a GWS 8x6 turning at 8200 rpm drawing just over 100 watts from a 2s lipo.The model
takes off in a very realistic manner from a three wheeled dolly. Ready to fly weight is 21 ozs.
The orange finish is Oracover and the white is Polyspan.The cockpit canopy is the neck of
a plastic drinks bottle.R/C modellers glue secured the canopy. My thanks to Martyn Pressnell for the photo.
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From Jim Newman
                
Greetings once again, James...from a bleak and snowy Michigan, USA.
I was really surprised to see your write-up on Sqdn Ldr Eric Cable.

The attached photo is a very young me 
(barely yet 18) repairing my ED 246 team 
racer after competing against the Sqdn 
Ldr at RAF St. Athan, during the 
RAFMAA Nats in 1953!
At that time I was an RAF Apprentice, 
then stationed at No. 1 Radio School RAF 
Locking, on the edge of Weston-Super-
Mare. A few months prior, the entire 
Radio School had moved south from RAF 
Cranwell, near Lincoln. A huge logistical 
excercise in itself.
Mr. Cable was a fierce and very able 
competitor and flew in just about every 
class that was on the roster. Every one of 
his models were notable by their 
outstanding construction and immaculate 
finishing. We lowly and poverty stricken 

"Apps" would watch the Sqdn Ldr launch a model, then dash off to another event, apparently giving no 
thought to where it landed. Finally we figured it out and when we realised what was happening, it certainly 
led to some "discontent in the ranks" among we 'teen Apprentices.
Mr. Cable always seemed to be surrounded by a willing team of "lower ranks" who rolled up his lines, 
wiped his models, retrieved his models, had everything set up at the next launch point to await his arrival, 
etc. Lack of manpower was never a problem...unlike we Apps who only could attend in very limited 
numbers...and only then if our class scores were deemed high enough to be granted a day or two of absence 
from class.
There was no lack of co-operation among we young "Apps". We certainly helped each other where we were 
able...and I was lucky enough to have avid control line enthusiast, the now late Gordon Counsel, as my 
Team Race pit man, while "Willy" Wilmore was my helper and launcher in free flight power and glider. 
Willy also was our Apprentice Wing Pipe Major who struggled manfully to teach me the pipes...but to me it 
was like wrestling an Octopus...so I stayed with the drums!!!
Willy, himself, was a very capable builder and flyer. So why was I repairing my team racer? It certainly was 
very fast with a well broken in ED 2.46 on standard Mercury No. 8 (All I could afford on "Apps" pay!) The 
Sqdn Ldr was a great tactician and, at one point, I found myself overhauling him. So figuring that I would 
sneak past him very low down...the wily Mr. Cable "shut the door" on me and lost height immediately. I 
could not climb without ramming him... so I was forced to keep going, clipping the tarmac and spreading 
most of the forward part of my racer across St Athan's apron! Looking back, I often felt that my elevator 
really was too sensitive for "cut and thrust" team racing.
The group photo was taken at Cranwell before we RAF Apprentices moved south. The RAF College at 
Cranwell boasted two airfields....with all of the College flying training occuring on South 'drome. This left 
the huge and historic North 'drome for model flying activities! That 'drome was historic in that it was the 
launch point for some notable record attempts, including the Fairey Long Range Monoplane departing from 
there in 1932 and bound for South Africa. It also was where a certain Officer Cadet Whittle and colleagues 
messed with a homebuilt full size aircraft.
In the snapshot I am back row on the left, hiding behind the wing of my successful o.d. high thrust line 
model, the plan for which was later was published in the February 1955 Model Aviation (Published by 
Percival Marshall; Managing Editor being Eddie Cosh). Holy smoke! I wish I were THAT slender these 
days............
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Back row center is George Caple....a 
talented designer and master builder 
who's canard f/f glider design took 
the British Class A Unorthodox 
record. 
Back row far right is Ed Howey, a 
very capable f.f. glider flyer.
Front row left and shirtless is Brian 
"Willy" Wilmore.  Unfortunately I 
can't recall the name of the clubmate 
seated on the right...but he was a 
Wee Scot with a huge sense of 
humor. After all of these years, I 
still am in touch with many of my 

classmates...and George Caple popped in to Grand Rapids to stay with us for a few days....during which we 
were able to treat him to a ride in one of the new all 'glass trainers, the new 180 h.p. Diamond in which, for a 
few minutes, he demonstrated his piloting skills, having flown sailplanes for some time. 
I am ever reminded of Gordon Counsel, from whom I "rescued" his .5 cc Albon Dart for a mere Half a 
Crown, after I caught him tightening the cylinder in a vise! Naturally, it no longer could be turned over, so I 
put it back in the vise and squeezed in the opposite direction until it could! I used that Dart in many small f.f. 
models for many years after that (including that little f.f. float plane, the sketch of which you featured in an 
earlier issue of S & T)...and with the sub-miniature radios available these days, I still periodically look at it 
and ponder a small Dart powered RC job that could be flown off our front lawn that doubles as the Visiting 
Aircraft Parking Area. (I live on a small airport!).

Follow on from Jim
Attached is the shot I just recieved from George Caple....and it shows Cranwell's Aircraft Apprentice George 
Caple holding his o.d. canard with which he took the British Class A Unorthodox record, while we took part 
in the RAF MAA Nats at RAF Newton, in 1952. I have every reason to believe that picture was shot by 
AEROMODELLER'S  Ron Moulton...then its Editor.
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 In the group picture of six of us Cranwell RAF Apprentices clubmembers, George is seen holding his o.d. 
glider and he says the following about it:-

From George Caple
The   model  which  I  am  holding  is  a   lightweight  glider  deliberately   designed  to  be  cost   effective  
by  not  needing  any  piece  of  balsa  longer than  the  standard   36  inches. (Minimised  waste) Hence  that 
was  its  wing  span.  It   worked   quite  well,  and  it   might  well  have  been  on  the  day  of  the   photo  
that  it   found   a  thermal  and  flew   over  East  Camp  and  our  barrack  blocks  then  into  the  middle  of  
Cranwell's South  'Drome.    I  remember   going  up   to  the  "tower" and  asking  permission   to   retrieve  
it.  I  was  given  the  OK. 
On   my  fly-away,  I    wandered  over   to  the  Control Tower   and  beat  upon  the   door.   I  can  not   
remember   who   opened  it,  but   I   explained  that    my    model   was   resting   way  out  in  the   middle  
of  their   College airfield,   and   I   needed  to   retrieve  it.   Whoever  it  was,   simply   said   that  it   was  
OK   to   fetch  it.   Gosh  !  Another   claim  to  fame   ?   Was  I   the   only   Cranwell  "Brat"  to   go    
walk-about  in  the   middle  of  their South  'Drome?  I bet  not  even  the  RAF College Cadets  could  
match  that.
 I   also built  a  KK Southerner  Mite while we were at RAF Locking,  and   I  remember  it   landing  in  the 
middle  of  the  "Oval" (The Rugby pitch!)  DURING  A   RUGBY   MATCH.   I  retrieved  it   during   a   
break  in  play...   undamaged  !!!!
................George Caple.

Follow on follow on from Jim 
Just like the ol' bad penny...I've come back again, James.
When, in 1952,  the RAF Apprentice Wing moved from Cranwell in Lincolnshire....down to Locking in 
Somerset...I took the club sign off the door of the wooden hut, to take with us.
It was fairly thick plywood and had become badly mauled, because when somebody needed to run an 

engine, the sign usually was pried off the door...a 
rectangle cut out to fit the engine... then four 
mounting holes for the bolts drilled. Following the 
test...the sign would be returned to the door, 
slightly the worse for wear!
 In 1988, while living in Indiana, I was rummaging 
through a stack of plywood offcuts...when lo and 
behold...suddenly the sign (or what remained of it) 
emerged into the light of day!
 The model in the photo is the 45 inch span, all 
molded foam Piper J-3/L-4 that I designed for 
Midwest Products. Flew very nicely under RC, 
with its Cox .09. Still have it, too!
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The Gee – Bee Sabre 2.50 Diesel  Aeromodeller May 1951 By L H Sparey

Although most of us are aware of the great expansion which has 
taken place in recent years in the Australian engineering 
industries, it is surprisingly seldom that one actually encounters 
mechanical products from “down under “. It was with great 
interest, therefore, that we carried out the tests on the “Sabre” 
engine, recently sent to us from South Australia, and if this is a 
fair example of Dominion engineering, then their products can 
rank with the best.
Although bearing a marked resemblance to certain recent 
British designs, it is, I suppose, inevitable that any outstanding 
engines should set a standard to be followed. Miniature engines 
follow fashions quite as much as does the motor car or my 
lady’s bonnet, but if this tends towards the betterment of our 
engines, who are we to complain?
The Sabre engine is of the high-efficiency type, with large 
bore/stroke ratio—although the stroke is still
longer than the bore is wide—with radial porting, and rotary 
crankshaft inlet valve. These characteristics give the results 

which we have come to expect from modern designs: that is, a high power output at high r.p.m., and an 
excellent power/weight ratio. If anything, the Sabre engine seemed to run rather more smoothly than some 
modern plants which we have tested, and maintained its power well in the lower speed range; due, probably, 
to the fact that the high ratio of bore to stroke has not been overdone. This gives a particularly flat character 
to the power curve.
The general appearance of the engine is good, with clean die-castings and well finished turned parts, 
combined with the clean and slick look of the modern small diesel engine.

Test 
Engine : Sabre 2.50 cc Competition Diesel.
Fuel: Equal parts Castor Oil, Paraffin, Ether, plus 2 per cent. Amyl 
Nitrate, as recommended by makers.
Starting: Good at all times, with engine hot or cold.
Running: This engine runs extremely well and evenly over a range of 
speeds greater than would be expected
from an engine of this class. Needle control is not unduly sensitive, 
but the position of the needle valve is dangerously near to the 
airscrew.
B.H.P.: The maximum b.h.p. figure of .225 at around 13,000 r.p.m. 
puts this engine into the super class. The
power curve is exceptionally flat and shows surprisingly little 
variation between about 10,000 and 14,000 r.p.m. At speeds above 
this figure the output drops fairly sharply, until it is down to .060 
b.h.p. at 15,100 r.p.m. At the other end of the scale, a similar ouput is 

found at around 4,000 r.p.m.
Checked Weight: 4.2 ozs. less tank.
Power Weight ratio:. 860 b.h.p. lb.
Remarks: As the fuel recommended for this engine is rather unusual in these days of proprietary fuels, a few
random readings were taken at various points of the speed-range, using a well-known branded diesel fuel.
Results seemed to be about the same using both, so the test was recorded on the fuel advised by the 
manufacturers. 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONAL DATA
Name: Sabre.
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Manufacturer: G.B. Motors, Grange, South Australia.
Distributor: Model Aircraft Industries, Glenelg, South Australia.
Australian Retail Price: 99s. 6d. (equivalent £4 sterling).
Type: Compression ignition (diesel).
Fuel: Equal parts Castor oil, Kerosene (paraffin). Ether, plus 2 per cent. 
Amyl Nitrate.
Capacity: 2.45 c.c.; .14 cu. ins.
Weight: 4 ozs.
Mounting: Beam or radial.
Recommended Airscrews : 8x6 ins., 8x8 ins, for Control-line; 9 x 5 ins, 
for Free-flight. .
Bore : .555 ins. Stroke: .620 ins.
Cylinder: Hardened steel, 360 degree porting.
Cylinder Head: Duralumin.
Piston : Meehanite.
Contra Piston: Meehanite.
Crankcase : Diecast aluminium D.T.D. 424.
Connecting Rod: Machined duralumin.
Crankshaft: Nickel steel, hardened, ground and lapped.
Main Bearing: Meehanite.
Induction: Rotary shaft valve.

From John Taylor    Bournemouth M A S   Wimborne M A C

Seeing the names of those two greats Nichols and Moulton in the last S&T brought back some memories.
I was born in Watford and as a teenager in the 1950's often visited 38 clarendon road to collect the latest
plan to try and build another model with the hope that it would fly well enough to compete against all of the 
other
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young enthusiastic flyers. My club was Watford MAC. We later became known as Watford Wayfarers and 
were only interested in competition flying.As we were in the S Midland area we acted as hosts at our S 
Midland Rally.
At one rally Ron Moulton ran a raffle for a much sought after Oliver Tiger. At the draw Ron stood on a flat 
bed farm trailer.  He drew out a ticket and with a style only he could carry off announced the number and the 
ticket colour as 'Puce'.  The crowd of mainly young lads were baffled What colour is that? The Oxford 
dictionary says it is Flea coloured a purplish brown and it was my ticket. The engine later went in to the 
'Peacemaker' which I built for the 'Aeromodeller' for them to photograph before they published the plan. 
And what a leap forward in C/L it turned out to be.  About this time Ron moved to a house in N Watford 
opposite my parents home.At the time he drove a pale blue Ford Prefect and had an interest in club rallies 
with the Chess Valley car club. On one occasion he asked me to accompany him and Betty and help with the 
navigating. We had to visit eight points to collect the answer to each question in the form of a single figure.
If you had chosen  the shortest route then your eight figure number gave you the map reference for the 
finish. If you took the wrong route your map reference was wrong and you were lost.We were given a sealed 
envelope containing the details of the finish location.After nearly two hours and with our correct map 
reference we arrived cold and in the dark at a rather splendid country club. Pleased with ourselves we went 
in and warmed ourselves by an open fire only to find Henry Nichols already there with a large brandy and 
his trademark cigar. With a big smile he announced that he had opened the envelope and driven straight
to the finish and had enjoyed a very comfortable couple of hours.
 

From Pete Tindal

Hi, silly time again
This is a clip taken on only the 3rd flight of my looking at electric cl flight.....the first is that its taken from 
an onboard camera mounted on a heli with a link to an iPhone .....
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_CjT7wYJEA

 Chubby a very small control line model From Bill Wells

                    Swirling back through the mists of time to 10th August 1962 I lashed out and purchased a Wen 
Mac Hustler (poverty model, without a starter) for the princely sum of 29/-  (£1-45) new. This was really 
something, a .8cc engine that only weighed in at 1.3 ozs. So I set myself a challenge to build a very small 
control line model that would be strong and easy to transport by bicycle to the model field. Lastly it had to 
use the minimum of precious balsa wood or other costly materials. My initial sketch didn’t exactly reflect 
what I actually made, never mind the thought was there. I kept the fuselage as narrow as possible and made 
the wing from solid balsa sheet. I made a small fuel tank and positioned it behind the engine which was 
mounted upright and basically everything fitted around these two items. The wing was ridiculously small 
and apart from being vital for producing lift it would be the platform for the bell crank assembly. I had some 
bits of ½ inch balsa sheet for another model so the plan of the wing was cut out and the bell crank mounted 
with small pieces of plywood and a 6 BA bolt. The lead out wires were set into slots cut out from the 
underside of the wing then 1/16 inch thick strips of balsa were laid over the slots and glued into small 
recesses either side of the slots. The wing was sanded with a flat underside and plenty of a curved aerofoil 
on the upper surface. Initially the undercarriage, fitted with 1½ inch KK plastic streamline wheels was going 
to be attached the wing but then came a better idea to incorporate it into the rather thick bulkhead that the 
radial mount of the Wen Mac was going to be bolted onto. I can not remember how many layers of plywood, 
balsa, tinplate or what have you made up the engine bulkhead and undercarriage attachment. The made up 
bulkhead complete with undercarriage  was glued to the fuselage sides which were then pulled together at 
the stern and glued either side of the rather thick plywood skid. The wing was glued in place and a tail plane 
made from a piece of thin plywood fitted above the tail skid. The fin was kept low and curved to withstand 
tumbles. Because I didn’t have a glow plug clip I had a piece of copper wire soldered to the left 
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undercarriage leg and wrapped underneath the left lower engine attachment bolt. My glow start battery was 
a war surplus 2 volt accumulator with long dropper wires and two crocodile clips. One of the wires was 
attached from underneath and behind the wing to the right undercarriage leg then the other wire / clip to the 
glow plug. Thus on start up the wires could just be pulled off from behind and as they were odd lengths the 
chances of a short was reduced.  The model was finished with a sort of leading edge speckled black on a 
maroon undercoat. I flew the model in the mid sixties then it went into storage to emerge in 2000! I fitted a 
Wen Mac 049 MkVIII to it, side winder fashion and gave the model a coat of varnish to fuel proof the 
surface cracks that had occurred during the long lay up. I flew the model in June 2000 and August 2001 then 
it was shelved until  February 2011 when it was flown again and in March 2011 to entertain the RC flyers at 
the local club. They were strangely very enthusiastic about the model, because it was so small and to their 
disbelief it flew.  Where did I get the plans from and so on? I tried to explain the model was of my own 
creation some 47-48 years earlier.  Unwittingly I had launched myself into yet another saga!! Speeds varied 
slightly with fuel 28-34 mph. The wing span is 11½ inches and the overall length just over 11 inches, weight 
is 7.2 ozs it is flown on 25 foot lines. 

                      For you engine buffs who hate the little Wen Macs and McCoys here was a light weight cheap 
engine that worked. OK these engines are not the most powerful of .8s but there again we are not all speed 
freaks! The final engine was very cheap as it was given to me seized solid and minus a glow head. I made 
and anodised a new head for it to take an ordinary glow plug and it runs really well. For what it is worth 
should you have a seized Wen Mac, McCoy, Cox Babe Bee, Cox Pee Wee, DC Wasp, DC Bee and other 
similar engines that have ball joint little end do NOT try to force the piston down by turning the crankshaft. 
If the piston is seized your only achievement will be to pull the little end ball out of it’s socket.
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Scramble C/L team racer by Johnny Jones from Aeromodeller November 1951

Scramble is a development from a season of team race comps and was designed to give the best possible
performance under the conditions encountered in this type of flying.
It features lightweight, simple, yet rugged construction. The original was spinner landed four: times during
the first day, the only damage being broken props. The wing section is the fourth tried and was found to be 
the strongest, offering less drag than any of the others, without sacrificing the glide, which is over half a lap.
The first model won the Stourbridge C/L Rally, doing the five mile race in six minutes, also coming first in 
the speed at 76 m.p.h. The engine was a Hurricane 24 Canadian motor. The Wembley winner is the fastest
and this model is” hot “. Since Wembley it was placed first at Dudley on August Saturday and second in the
speed event at 81 m.p.h. At Walsall C/L Rally it came first 
again and second in the speed event at 80 m.p.h.
This is using straight fuels 3: 1 Methanol and Castor Oil. 
“Hot” fuels have been tried with speeds increased to 86 
m.p.h. but the laps were down to 50 with the 26 c.c. tank 
(they have been 72 laps at 80 m.p.h.). The reasons for this 
performance are, the lightness of the model (16 ozs.), and 
the slim lines which help reduce drag. The model can 
easily be modified to take the new Amco BB 35 and 
should be even faster than with the Hurricane 24 now 
used.
Construction:
Fuselage. Cut out the crutch and cement engine bearers, as shown, using Britfix. Next, cement the vertical 
top and bottom sheets in place after placing the tank in position between the crutch; cernent the ply
bulkhead “ B” after first binding the undercart wire to it, and cement well. Now place the formers “C “, “D “
and” E “in position and allow to dry. Cut out stabilizer and elevator from hard 3/32 in. sheet, now cement 
stabiliser into slot at rear end of Fuse. Cut fin from 1/32 in. ply and cement in place on top of stabiliser. 
Bend 16 s.w.g. wire and insert into one half elevator and solder control horn in place. Place through fuselage 
and fix other half of elevator. Cement linen hinges as shown.

Wings. The ribs are cut from 1/16 in. sheet as a curved plane section, one 
top, and one bottom, to give symmetrical section. Cement to mainspar 
leading and trailing edge, top and bottom. Hardwood bellcrank support is 
now cemented to mainspar insert bellcrank and lead-out wires, then cover 
whole wing with 1/32 in. medium sheet. Cut out at centre of sheet to allow 
movement of bellcrank. Add tip blocks and sand to airfoil section. Slide 
wing into fuselage and cement well in place; couple up control rod to 
control horn from bellcrank, making sure that this works smoothly. Insert 
balsa block between L.E. and keel for rigid support. The fuse can now be 
covered in with 1 /16 in. sheet as shape drawn on plan. Fit motor in, and 
balance model, drill bearers to take motor bolts. Cement in lower nose 
block and build up engine cowl, sanding to shape. Cover entire model with 
lightweight rag tissue. Two coats of clear dope are then put on, sanding 
between each one. Paint inside of cockpit and add pilot. Cement canopy in 

place and cover with tape until model has been coloured. One coat of primer and two of colour were used on 
original, sanding between each. The final item is fitting the wheels and making of U/C wire. Now—
Scramble.
The plan on the opposite page is a 1/4 scale repro duction of the full size plans which are available price
4/- post free from the Aeromodelle Plans Service.
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More excellent Swiss photos from Peter Renggli
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Is it paradise?

Like most aeromodellers, I guess, I belong to more than one club, each of which have lots to offer.  For 
donkeys years, or should that be horse, I flew at Epsom Downs, glorious place and one of the few where free 
flight can be flown as well as, separately, RC.  Unfortunately CL is a no no (horses and control lines don’t 
mix too well) but how lucky to have a FF site.  I still fly there occasionaly when visiting or in summer 
before embarking on long journey home.  A couple of miles from my then home was Croydon Airport 
where RC, FF & CL were flown.  So two FF sites within 6 miles.
I’m now lucky in that Wimborne MAC has a great RC site where CL can be flown usually before RC 
commences but oh for a site again that allows FF, CL and RC.  I thought I’d have to die and go to heaven for 
that! Well I haven’t pegged it but a small group of us have found a site 65 acres for RC, CL and beloved FF.  
We also had offers of three other sites although one was not too good as there are electricity pylons nearby, 
one is available but a bit expensive, third is large but due to a couple of houses a few hundred metres away 
means only electric flying.  So 2 sites one a dream.
Our innaugral day just a trial really based on weather forecasts started after a champagne breakfast, ended in 
a pub, we got flying well 9 of the 20 in the group, three of us tried the site and magnificent does not do it 
justice.  360 degree flying, something I’d forgotten about and what a pleasure and release, liberation even 
from confines of no fly zones that apply to virtually all sites.
With group member numbers strictly controlled and by invitation only, all are able to build from scratch and 
design own models, all know of tissue and dope, balsa is a password also reality in that modern materials are 
not ignored such as carbon fibre. Some models will be foam but at the heart of it purist aeromodelleing.  It 
all seems too good to be true.  Roll on 2013 and better weather.  

Let the flying begin.  Three different models used to trial what was already known to be a spectacular site.
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Landing in the field shouldn’t be a problem the far hedge is 585 yards away.  A bit of grass trimming and 
ROG FF and of course CL as well as RC.

David Kinsella’s Column

The Lad From APS 
A famous logo remembered by modellers far and wide, a modest sum sent to P 0 Box 35 at Hemel 
Hempstead would fire the pageboy into action, wings at his heels, and those plans for the next project would 
land on the mat. Glance at a list of the 1970s and we marvel at the wealth of models to be built: cars, yachts, 
power boats, clocks and aeroplanes of all kinds. Lads in London and in the know 
could speed the process by heading for Bath Street and Beaumont Aviation (now 
The Aviatìon Bookshop in Kent), where Jack Beaumont would have the lot ready 
in the basement along with mags missed and that Biggles you’d long given up on. 
But who thought up the logo? Bagley was the noted staffer artist seen on the covers 
of several of MAP’s magazines - more than a dozen, Model Cars, Clocks,. New 
Voyager less remembered - or was it an unknown at an agency?  They were around 
pre war, the classic Speedbird seen on jets of BOAC and Iater first drawn by 
agency staffer Lee-Elliott for Imperial in the 1930s.

Improved Interiors 
Methods, materials and machines possibly a touch better long after the lofty green 
Orwicks were first produced, here’s what Dunham Engineering delivered in the 
1980s. Dunham made a number of replicas, the Elfin not neglected.  An  eye to 
performance put transfer windows in the liner and piston,. my 10.6cc
delivering a doughty blast until a Commons Ranger appeared on his horse. The 
Orwick’s elegant exterior was seen a while back in S&T.
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Hail Urban Racer
To be ready for launch fifty years ago a junior at Ford UK was given the design brief for a new car: 150lbs 
lighter, less spot welds, large boot, longevity, looks. Just a job at the time, the result.was the mighty Cortina, 
the best ever from the Blue Oval on the Thames. Rubber mats for the chicken-selling rep, carpet and wood 
for the risinig star. Rallied and raced - Jim. Clark flying a front wheel as he led the pack - the name soon 
meant a car by Ford and not a place in Europe (Jaguar did the same for the big cat of the Americas).  Job 
done, next and a boon for home-movers and white-van-man was the roomy Transit. In those halcyon days 
before cameras, hanging on to a green-striped Lotus Cortina was almost impossible. Huge rear lights and 
she’d gone! Verily a grand design from the young Mr Robert.

Tom’s Terror
Shoulder to shoulder, the RAF Museum and Cross & Cockade have 
launched 176 pages on the Sopwith Dolphin, the V8 4-gunner of the 
Great War. loads of pictures and colour, profiles to model, a closing 
chapter on Hendon’s C3988, this big softback at £25 is available 
from Hendon or Kelsey Publishing of Cudham, Kent TN16 3AG. 
The Western Front high on Hendons list, soon to arrive will be an 
operational Albatros DVa as pictured nearest the camera. Along 
with. the beautiful FE2b bomber (fully covered in S&T), buffs of 
Biggles and the Red Baron will feel at home at Hendon. The Rescue 
Flight by  Captain W E Johns describes a gaggle of chasing Albatros 
scouts in a typical Bigges yarn. Still available after seventy years.

By Tube
Dom Howarth’s circular fuel tank was a winner in 1/2A at the 1984 Nats. 
Alloy tube with ends and pipes fixed with slow set epoxy, it could he the 
answer with Mercury and other tanks a memory of long ago. Cigar tubes 
spring to mind and a variety of small tins still available are perfect for 
power boats. Pop ends on a length of copper pipe and your Victorian 
steam launch has its made to measure boiler, polish or clad to suit.

Buster’s Buddy
Given £40 for the night’s work - worth 220 gallons of petrol in 1956 – young Sydney Knowles left 
Portsmouth with his dive buddy Commander Buster Crabb. In Italian kit fought for off Gibralter, the pair 
had snooped on a Russian cruiser, closing on the grey ship, heads hidden below a fish box and netting.
Crabb went again on a later ship - Knowles declined - and he vanished. Months later a bady was discovered 
but identification was uncertain. Knowles wrote Dive In The Dark (2009) and the earlier Commander Crabb 
(1958) spawned The Silent Enemy which dealt with the deadly frogmen’s war off Gibralter. The pair’s last 
dive before they left the Navy in 1950 was to search for Spanish treasure in Tobermory Bay. Check 
Thunderball (I965) for the frogman fight.

More Rockets 
All gone now and only Kimbolton making fireworks here, in the 1950s 
more than twenty firms Standard, Astra, Brocks, Wallop, etc - employing 
armies of folk ensured that stock aplenty would be ready for the 5th. 
Carefully spaced to limit fire risk,  — Pains Close in Mitcham – stand 
where Jumping Jacks, Snow Storms and cone-shaped Yesuvius Mountains 
were made and boxed. Posters appeared in shop windows and Guys were; 
seen on chairs and in barrows, near stations and cinemas, finally atop the 
essential bonfire on a misty November evening. Next morning there were 
rocket sticks all over the place and harvested for aeromodelling purposes. 
Those were the days.
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1940 Winner
A replica Hurricane stands in Alexandra Gardens, Windsor. Former pilots of 249 Squadron, family, friends 
and enthuasiasts attended to remember Sir Sydney Canm, who later 
worked on the Typhoon, Hunter and Harrier. An aeromodeller, he made 
gliders and rubber jobs for the lads at nearby Eton College Herbert’s in 
Eton High Street. With brother Fred he was a founder of Windsor 
Model Aircraft Club and was its secretary at 19. With Martinsyde as a 
woodworker at Brooklands, he was spotted by Sopwith and joined 
Hawker’s (set up in 1920 after Sopwith’s closed at the end of the war) 
on what was the old skating rink in Kingston. Tested by Bulman, 
praised by Bader, the 8-gun Hurricane’s production was boosted by 
engineer Murdoch after a visit to the MAN diesel plant in 1936 and the 
hump-backed wonder was holding the fort by 1940. At Windsor MAC 
young Sydney is second from left.

Silver Biplanes
An essential of the period when Hendon attracted vast crowds from 
London, the Hawker Fury was a variant of the Hart and replaced the 
Bulldog in time.  First called the Hornet, the RAF insisted on a more 
ferocious name for its beautiful fighter and so Fury it was. In later life Sir 
Tom said that Sir Sydney was the greatest. The sole Fury is seen flying 
here in 43 Squadron colours.

Star Turn 
Epsom & Ewell MRCC had 8 pages in October’s Hornby model railway magazine, 10 full colour pictures 
showing their Horton Regis LSWR layout of 1905. Gauge O at its best, the 49ft of the line has excellent 
detail, locos and stock all scratch built depicting the great railway that ran out of Waterloo in the balmy 
years before the Great War. The layout was started in 1973.

From Colin Smith

I have a new plan on the plans list for 2013 .
The new plan is of the Streamline Cyclone 82" by Bob Jeffery designed in 1936 from the Frank Zaic year 
book now for R/C.
This is the last plan ever drawn by Phil Smith , and he was in the process of building this model prior to 
2000.
I have forwarded this plan to Leon Cole of Belair kits who informs me that he will have a kit of this ready 
by mid February .
It is a two part plan ,and as with all Phil`s plans is very well drawn and is for sale at £12 plus postage .
I have included the page from the year book as an out line guide only.
As Phil got older ,he seemed to build his models bigger , probably as he had so much Balsa wood in stock 
from his Veron day`s .
I know that this was a model he all ways liked and probably took him back to early modelling days where 
large models where the norm .
This design would be very good model  for the Bowden trophy .
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Contact Colin at     csmithbmth@gmail.com

Events  coming up at at Wimborne MAC Cashmoor site (Between Salisbury and 
Blandford Forum)

Oustanding facilities.  Check beofre travelling just in case.

More info from Bill Longley         tasuma@btconnect.com         www.wimbornemac.org

7 April Sunday Wessex Tomboy League    More details  www.wessexaml.co.uk

14 April Sunday Control line     
                                
21 April Sunday Wessex 600RES league       More details         www.wessexaml.co.uk

12 May Sunday RC vintage    National Tomboy + George Fuller memeorial bowl to be flown integral with 
and according to current VPD rules  eligible designs  STOMPER, ZOOT SUIT, DIXIELANDER  ( any 
variant )

1 / 2 June weekend IMAC 
                                       
23 June Sunday Scale /aerotow 
                               
14 July Sunday Outrageous and unorthodox  
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1 September Sunday Classic 1955 – 75 day or other 

15 September Sunday Scale / aerotow                       

13 October Sunday Control line                                  

19 October Saturday Ducted fan and jet                   
 
Cocklebarrow 2013

Cocklebarrow this year as far as we know (haven’t o.ked it with the farmer yet but shouldn’t have any 
trouble) are 16th June; 11th August and 6th October.    Regards   Val
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VINTAGE RADIO     [  to Dec. 1969  ]*     & CONTROL LINE  
at     MIDDLE WALLOP, 2013  

Courtesy of the Army Air Corp Centre, MAC

SUNDAY March 31st    SAM 35 Gala
Control Line [no combat wings] Mini Speed & Spitfire Scramble.

Sport Flying & Tomboy 3 & Tomboy Senior Competitions
Vintage Power Duration Comps incl. George Fuller designs R/C class & R/C Bowden

SUNDAY MAY 5TH    SAM 1066 Wakefield Day
Control Line [no combat wings] Mini Speed & Spitfire Scramble.

Sport Flying & Tomboy 3 & Tomboy Senior Competitions
 Vintage Power Duration Comps incl. George Fuller designs R/C class & R/C Bowden 

SUNDAY SEPT 22  rd     SAM1066 Fun Fly + Trimming Day   
Control Line [no combat wings] Mini Speed & Spitfire Scramble.

Sport Flying & Tomboy 3 & Tomboy Senior Competitions
 Vintage Power Duration Comps incl. George Fuller designs R/C class & R/C Bowden

FLIERS MUST BE COVERED BY BMFA INSURANCE
 this is the only acceptable insurance  at the venue and must be produced when signing on

For further information contact:
[C/L] James Parry, 01202625825,  James  I  Parry@talktalk.net  

[R/C Vintage & Tomboy] Tony Tomlin, 02086413505,  pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com
[R/C VPD+Bowden+ George Fuller comp] Bill Longley, 01258488833, tasuma@btconnect.com

The above events take place at the far side of the airfield, follow peri track to control

file:///C:%5CUsers%5CPublic%5CDocuments%5CTony's%20documents%5Ctasuma@btconnect.com
mailto:pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com
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Tomboy 3 and Senior 2013 from Tony Tomlin

After a successful 2012, the popular R/C Tomboy events are to continue in 2013 with 
8+ events planned. 
There are a couple of small changes to the rules as detailed below. 

Tomboy 3.
  As before, the Mills.75 original, the Irvine or other replica fitted with the standard 3cc tank, or the  MP Jet 
040 .6 cc fitted with the standard metal 2cc tank. may be used.  The recently introduced .049 Red Fin 
Millish,  fitted with its standard tank, may also be used. These engines are obtainable from Alex Phin Tel: 
07859 275942.

Tomboy Senior.
 With the large amount of covering materials now available there has been some confusion of what 
constituted ‘Materials that had a weave and weft’. Covering  material is now free. It should be remembered 
that the rules call for the correct tip dihedral of  4” to be adhered to. Models that have reduced dihedral will 
not be eligible to compete.

The 2012 events
Ten events were planned for 2012. Two events could not take place, one due to permission to use the site 
lost at short notice and another to heavy rain. The other eight took place with up to 14 in the mass launch fly 
offs. Weatherwise we were more lucky than many other clubs with  events over the year,  although around 
half  were run in less than ideal conditions.
There were  some exceptional times  posted at the Cocklebarrow Farm event in June with the winner of the  
Tomboy Senior competition only 33 seconds short of 40 minutes! The second and third place fliers were 
also within 2 minutes of this time.  This did lead to a change in the rules as it was felt that the exceptionally 
long duration flights are not fair to the sport fliers. This change will only be made when conditions warrant 
it.  Fliers now will have to land as close to ten minutes as possible with penalties for over running. This was 
generally well received and gave a little more excitement to the event. 
As in previous years a league was run with a fliers top 5 finishing positions leading to his overall standing. 
Tom Airey  flew steadily and won both events. We were very lucky that the Boddington Family generously 
donated 3 ’Boddo Mills’ in memory of David Boddington the originater of the Tomboy events.
Other award winners were John Strutt and James Collis. James is the youngest flier in the Tomboy events 
and many times showed the ‘experts’ how to do it!.
This was the first year that after a number of requests the .6 cc MP Jet  could be used in the Tomboy 3s. In 
the end none were actually used!! 
For further information on Tomboys please contact,  Tony Tomlin, 02086413505
pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com.

Southern Model Airshow - Hop Farm   14/15 September 2013

Taken over by new organisers and new venue at Headcorn.  
http://www.heritage-events.co.uk/Southern%20Model%20Show%202013

Christmas Presents

My eldest (After sending him details of how to obtain) got hold of Brian Austin’s 
book for me, an autobiography  “A lifetime modelling” starting in 1940’s 
reminiscing about Fairlop.  I’ve not finished reading it yet but if you enjoy anecdotes 
mingled with development of aeromodelling mainly RC from the 50’s + you’’ll 
enjoy the read, something we can all relate to, I’m certainly enjoying and well worth 
the money.  Quality of printing is very good, photos well what you’d expect taken I 
guess by whatever camera was available in the 50’s.      Recommended            
b_austin@talktalk.net     £15 + P+P
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From Roger Newman

Schedule of Competitions & Fun Flying at Middle Wallop for 2013

30/03/13: Croydon Wakefield Day & SAM 1066 Glider Day at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY. Comps 
start 10.00am. Croydon Wakefield Day 4oz Wakefield, 8oz Wakefield, F1B & Norman Marcus event; SAM 1066 Glider Day 
Over 50” Vintage Open Gliders, Over 50” Classic Open Gliders, Combined up to 50” Vintage & Classic Gliders; SAM 1066 
Classic Power duration. Contact Roger Newman 02392550809 or rogerknewman@yahoo.com 

31/03/13. SAM Combined Gala Free Flight Meeting at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY. Free Flight: 
BMAS Club Classic Rubber, Bungee Glider (Peterboro rules), Tailless (part of Spencer Willis Tailless league), Small Vintage 
Rubber – up to 34” (SAM35/1066 F/F comp rules), Vintage Power Duration (SAM1066/35 F/F comp rules), HLG/CLG 
(SAM35/1066 F/F comp rules), Jetex / Rapier Duration. C/L: Wessex League Mini Speed, Spitfire Scramble, Mercurian 
Mite + sport flying + Weatherman and Phantom Speed practice. R/C Assist: Tomboy, Vintage Power Duration. Contact Roger 
Newman 02392550809 rogerknewman@yahoo.com or John Huntley 01252326362.
Jimmie Allen Mass Launch Competition at 2.p.m. for any of the Jimmie Allen Rubber Powered Designs.
Plans available contact CD Roy Tiller e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com  Tel. No. 01202 511309.

01/04/13. SAM Combined Gala Free Flight Meeting at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY. Free Flight:  
Under 25” Rubber (SAM 35/1066 F/F comp rules), A-Frame & Spar Tractor Mass Launch, Large Rubber (SAM 35/1066 
F/F comp rules), Rybak A2 (SAM 35/1066 F/F comp rules), Vintage Coupe (SAM 35/1066 F/F comp rules), Power Precision (i/c 
or electric, not necessarily vintage but of traditional construction, target 45” with 30” to 60” to qualify,3 flights, errors from each 
flight added, smallest total error wins). R/C: R/C Assist Bowden. Contact Roger Newman 02392550809 
rogerknewman@yahoo.com or John Huntley 01252326362.

05/05/13. SAM 1066 Fun Fly & Competitions at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY. Competitions: Bungee 
Glider, Rybak A2, Flight Cup (Vintage Wakefield), Pre-4oz Wakefield., Combined Open Power, E36 Electric Power. Contact 
Roger Newman 02392550809 rogerknewman@yahoo.com
Jimmie Allen Mass Launch Competition at 2.p.m. for any of the Jimmie Allen Rubber Powered Designs.
Plans available contact CD Roy Tiller e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com  Tel. No. 01202 511309

10/08/13. Annual SAM 1066 Champs at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY. Day 1. Classic Power, 4 oz 
Wakefield, Combined up to 50” Vintage & Classic Glider, Under 25” Vintage Rubber
Vintage Coupe, Tailless (part of Spencer Willis Tailless League), CLG/HLG, Earl Stahl: Low wing & High Wing
Following are two day events: CVA Spark Ignition Trophy (John Maddaford Memorial), Tomboy, Top Time Trophy. Contact 
Roger Newman 02392550809 or rogerknewman@yahoo.com

11/08/13. Annual SAM 1066 Champs at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY. Day 2. Phineas Pinkham 
Power , Maxwell Bassett Power, 8oz Wakefield, Combined over 50” Vintage & Classic Glider, Small Vintage Rubber, BMAS 
Club Classic Rubber, Spar Tractor & A-Frame Mass Launch,
Wallop Bowl (Free Flight Rubber Scale).
Jimmie Allen Mass Launch Competition at 2.p.m. for any of the Jimmie Allen Rubber Powered Designs.
Plans available contact CD Roy Tiller e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com  Tel. No. 01202 511309
Following are completion of two day events: CVA Spark Ignition Trophy (John Maddaford Memorial),
Tomboy, Top Time Trophy. Contact Roger Newman 02392550809 rogerknewman@yahoo.com

21/09/13.  SAM 1066 Fun Fly & Competitions at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY. Competitions: Bungee 
Glider, Combined Vintage/Classic Glider over 50”, Large Open Rubber. Contact Roger Newman 02392550809 or 
rogerknewman@yahoo.com

22/09/13. SAM 1066 Fun Fly at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY. RC Assist & Vintage CL. Contact Roger 
Newman 02392550809 rogerknewman@yahoo.com

26/10/13. SAM 1066 Fun Fly & Competitions at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY. Competitions: 
Combined Open Power, E36 Electric Power, Tailless, Small Vintage Rubber. Contact Roger Newman 02392550809 
rogerknewman@yahoo.com.

27/10/13. SAM 1066 Fun Fly & Competitions at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY. Competitions: 
Combined Vintage/Classic Glider up to 50”, 4 oz Wakefield, HLG/CLG. Contact Roger Newman 02392550809 
rogerknewman@yahoo.com. SAM 1066 AGM.
Jimmie Allen Mass Launch Competition at 2.p.m. for any of the Jimmie Allen Rubber Powered Designs.
Plans available contact CD Roy Tiller e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com  Tel. No. 01202 511309
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01/12/13. Coupe Europa (Southern Coupe League) Comps at Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY.: Vintage 
Coupe, F1G. SAM 1066 Fun Fly & Competitions: Bungee Glider, Ryback A2. Contact Roger Newman 02392550809 
rogerknewman@yahoo.com

JIMMIE ALLEN 2013
Four Jimmie Allen Competitions this year at
Middle Wallop Army Airfield, Stockbridge, SO20 8DY
The dates are 31st March, 5th May, 11th August and 27th October
They are all Sundays, after lunch, mass launch at 2pm

E-mail  rogerknewman@yahoo.com for plan files of the following models:-
J.A.BA Cabin aka Skokie 25” span         J.A. Bluebird 38” span
J.A.BA Parasol aka Racer 28” span       J.A.Special 20” span
J.A. Monsoon Clipper 29”span               J.A. Sky Raider 26” span       
J.A. Silver Streak 32” span                     J.A. Thunderbolt 24” span
J.A. Yellow Jacket 26” span
There is even a pack of all the above plan files available by e-mail, check them out on your 
computer, decide which to build, and take the file to your local print shop for a full size 
paper plan. 

The competition is a one flight mass launch, last man (or woman) down wins. Any queries 
or should you need printed paper plans please contact the C.D. 
 Roy Tiller, e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com  tel 01202 511309
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Dens Model Supplies, 3 V & A Cottages, Beatrice Avenue, East Cowes, Isle of Wight, PO32 6LN
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INDOOR FLYING      7pm to 10pm

TUESDAY 26TH FEBRUARY 2013
TUESDAY 26TH MARCH 2013

FREE FLIGHT ONLY

Allendale Centre, Hanham Road. Wimborne BH21 1AS

FREE CAR PARKING IN PUBLIC CAR PARK IN ALLENDALE RD

COMPETITIONS incl GYMINNIE CRICKET LEAGUE

ALL FLYERS MUST HAVE BMFA INSURANCE

FLITEHOOK NORMALLY IN ATTENDANCE

Adult Flyers £4   Accompanied Juniors & Spectators £1.50

CONTACTS: JOHN TAYLOR TEL. No 01202 511502

ROY TILLER e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com
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